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Data Architecture: From Zen to RealityMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	First, note that I have used Zen in the title of this book. I have
	been asked many times why I used such an esoteric term. After
	all, what is the meaning of Zen? To clarify the meaning of Zen,
	we must examine the philosophical environment that gave rise
	to Zen: Indian and Chinese philosophies. In India, Buddhism
	arose out of a Hindu...
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Programming Excel with VBA and .NETO'Reilly, 2006
Why program Excel? For solving complex calculations and presenting results, Excel is amazingly complete with every imaginable feature already in place. But programming Excel isn't about adding new features as much as it's about combining existing features to solve particular problems. With a few modifications, you can transform...
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Heaven Is Empty: A Cross-Cultural Approach toSUNY Press, 2018

	
		In the past few decades, discussions on the role of religion in shaping the
	
		interconnections of politics, society, and culture have acquired a particular
	
		urgency. Since the end of the Cold War, after 9/11, and even more so with
	
		the surge of IS, religion has come to occupy a central position in discourses
	
		on the...
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Four Words for Friend: Why Using More Than One Language Matters Now More Than EverYale University Press, 2019

	
		A compelling argument about the importance of using more than one language in today’s world

		

		In a world that has English as its global language and rapidly advancing translation technology, it’s easy to assume that the need to use more than one language will diminish—but Marek Kohn argues...
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Dictionary of Developmental Biology and EmbryologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A newly revised edition of the standard reference for the field today—updated with new terms, major discoveries, significant scientists, and illustrations


	Developmental biology is the study of the mechanisms of development, differentiation, and growth in animals and plants at the molecular, cellular, and genetic...
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Canon EOS Rebel T6i / 750D For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2015

	Get picture-perfect shots with your Canon EOS Rebel T6i/750D


	Your Canon EOS Rebel T6i/750D is capable of taking incredibly cool and truly frame-worthy photos, but unless you know how use it properly your pictures won't be worth a thousand words. Luckily, Canon EOS Rebel T6i/750D For Dummies is packed with the...
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The Star Profile: A Management Tool to Unleash Employee PotentialNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2008

	No more long, arduously-written job descrptions detailing every what, where, and how. In The Star Profile, Jathan Janove demonstrates through dozens of real-life stories and examples how to cut to the chase—in 100 words or less. This proven management tool can unleash the full potential of employees at every level by creating mutually...
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E-Ffective Writing for E-Learning Environments (Cases on Information Technology)Information Science Publishing, 2003
E-ffective Writing for E-Learning Environments integrates research and practice in user-centered design and learning design for instructors in post-secondary institutions and learning organizations who are developing e-learning resources. The book is intended as a development guide for experts in areas other than instructional or...
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Automatic Fingerprint Recognition SystemsSpringer, 2003
Advances in automatic fingerprint recognition are driven by improved fingerprint sensing and advancements in areas such as computer architecture, pattern recognition, image processing, and computer vision. In addition to the new developments in science and technology, several recent social and political events have increased the level of interest...
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Among the Lowest of the Dead: The Culture of Capital Punishment (Law, Meaning, and Violence)University of Michigan Press, 2006
A book about a subject as controversial and fl uid as the death penalty is inevitably a bucket pulled from a moving stream. No sooner is it published than readers—and the author— begin to wonder whether the water in the bucket still represents the whole river.

Has this book about a “slow, costly and ineffi cient”...
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Cyberspace Textuality: Computer Technology and Literary TheoryIndiana University Press, 1999
Computers were once thought of as number-crunching machines; but for most of us it is their ability to create worlds and process words that have made them into a nearly indispensable part of life. As Jacques Leslie puts it, if computers are everywhere, it is because they have grown into "poetry machines." The term "cyberspace"...
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Practical Text Mining with Perl (Wiley Series on Methods and Applications in Data Mining)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Provides  readers  with  the  methods,  algorithms, and  means  to  perform  text  mining  tasks
This book is devoted to the fundamentals of text mining using Perl, an open-source programming tool that is freely available via the Internet (www.perl.org). It covers mining ideas from several perspectives—statistics, data mining,...
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